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DVD 1, Tape 1 
 
 
In this interview, Nona Gajion, an inhabitant of the Moldovan settlement, talks about her 
childhood in Teleneşti at the time of World War II. She remembers her daily life and the 
life of Jewish people and how they were chased, caught, and murdered by Romanian 
soldiers. She focuses on several murders of Jewish people who had lived in her village.  
 
 
[01:] 00:39:00 – [01:] 05:20:25 
 
She gives some background information about herself and the date and place she was 
born (August 19, 1930, Teleneşti); explains that before and during the war there were 
Jews living in her home village; remembers the fact that some of the Jews had a chance 
to escape and emigrate from the German-occupied territories, while others had to stay in 
the village; talks about Russian planes being hit by Germans; comments on how German 
soldiers gave orders to Romanian and some Moldovan soldiers to fight against Jews and 
Russians; remembers the time when Jews were constantly beaten; comments on seeing 
refugees taken to a house where they were later killed; remembers a day when she saw 
her Jewish neighbor get caught and then taken to the pit that was located not far from the 
village; tells how the woman, named Freida Treinetskaya, asked the soldiers not to 
shoot her and that she promised to jump into the pit by herself; remembers the woman 
covering her head with a black scarf and jumping into the pit; discusses the house where 
the Jews were held; describes the location of the house and to whom it belonged; explains 
that the house was located on the way to Chisinau and that it belonged to a man named 
Bergo, who emigrated to an unknown place during the war; describes that the house had 
a fence that was 3–4 meters high; discusses how Jews were taken to this house, killed, 
and then carried to the pit outside of the village; remembers that Jews who had left during 
the war came back to live in the settlement after the war ended.  
 
[01:] 05:21:00 – [01:] 10:25:25 
 
She focuses on the case when one of her neighbors, Vladimir Kirkur, who was married 
to a Jewish girl, was caught with his wife and then killed by two Romanian gendarmes 
near the pit; explains that she does not remember the name of Kirkur’s wife because she 
was too young at the time; comments on seeing the Kirkurs’ dog follow its owners and 
then coming back with the gendarmes who were carrying the clothing of the murdered 
couple; talks about her mother who did not let her go to watch Jews being murdered; 
describes that when the massacres occurred in the village her family moved to her 
grandfather’s home; explains that if she went down the road, she could hear shots from 
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the house where the Jews had been taken; comments on when a Russian plane was 
bombed and crashed to the ground; remembers people talking about the Russian 
survivors hiding there and eating raw corn; comments on somebody reporting that fact to 
the gendarme, after which the Romanian soldiers caught the Russians.  
 
[01:] 10:26:00 – [01:] 18:59:25 
 
She remembers that her grandfather was frustrated by the extreme cruelty towards the 
Jews; describes that the pit was approximately 3–4 meters deep and after the end of the 
war Jews who had left came back and reburried the victims; comments on how Romanian 
gendarmes did not let people come close to the fence but because she was a curious child, 
from time to time she went to see what was going on inside the yard; remembers once 
seeing a 3–4 year-old Jewish girl sitting on the corpse of a large woman; explains that the 
scene affected her life so deeply that from that day she got an anxiety disorder; discusses 
seeing dead bodies loaded onto wagons and taken to the pit; comments that the wagons 
were escorted by gendarmes; explains that after a couple of days seeing a little girl in the 
wagon she, her younger sister and her friend went to see what happened to the Jews in the 
pit; explains how she hoped to find the little girl and take care of her, only to find 
corpses; focuses on how from seeing all the corpses, she became sick, and her mother had 
to take care of her.  
 
[01:] 19:00:00 – [01:] 31:59:00 
  
She explains that people captured from the bombed airplane were escorted by four armed 
soldiers and eventually killed; explains that she was following the soldiers and hiding in 
the bushes; describes seeing Bergo’s house after Jews had been murdered there; 
describes blood everywhere on the walls and fences; comments on how Jews who were 
imprisoned in the house were starving to death; remembers once having a chance to be 
close enough to the fence to hand over a piece of bread through the fence; explains that 
the Jews’ clothing and belongings were taken away from them by the villagers and 
villagers from nearby; remembers once a man seized a chest, and when his wife tried to 
open it she found a dead Jew inside and from then on she got a mental disorder; 
comments on soldiers coming to her house and asking her family if they were hiding any 
Jews in their house; remembers that Germans passed by Teleneşti on motorbikes, and 
once one of the Germans was caught by Russians and taken away in the unknown 
destination; discusses how non-Jewish people were not violently abused; talks about how 
Jews came back after the war. 
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